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UNITED NATIONS COUNTRY TEAM IN KENYA 
 

Rapid Inter-Agency Assessment Mission to Nyanza and Western Provinces 
 

18 February 2008 
 
 

A. Introduction: 
 
Three UNCT missions were dispatched to Nyanza, Rift Valley, and Western Provinces to gain an understanding 
of the impact of the post election violence on the wider population of the two provinces, and learn from the local 
authorities and humanitarian partners on the ground about response gaps, and how best the UN could position 
itself to support on-going efforts, especially in the areas of early recovery, protection, coordination, peace 
building and reconciliation. 
 
Teams Deployed: 
 

• Nyanza Province: two teams were deployed: one to Kisumu and Kakamega, and the other to Kisii and 
Sotik. 

 
The Kisumu/Kakamega team consited of: Ms. Elizabeth Lwanga, UN Resident/Humanitarian 
Coordinator and team leader; Erasmus Morah, UNAIDS Coordinator; Annet Mpabulungi-Wakabi, UNV 
Programme; James Teprey, WHO; George Onyiro, UN-Habitat; Emmanuel Naah, UNCESCO; Elly 
Oduol, UNDP; Jens Laerke (Communications Officer), OCHA Regional; Bernard Kiura, ILO; and 
Stephen Lukudu, OCHA Kenya. 

 
• The Kisii and Sotik team consisted of: Ms. Meryem Aslan, UNIFEM Representative; Alice Ballah-

Conteh, UNHCR (team leader); Hannah Entwisle, UNHCR; Irene Mwakesi, UNIC; and Thomas 
Nyambane, OCHA Kenya. 

 
• The Trans Nzoia and Eldoret team consisted of: Dr. Olivia Yambi, UNICEF Representative and team 

leader; Dr. Castro Camarada, FAO Representative; Ms. Jennifer Miguel, UNFPA; and Ms. Sara Cameron, 
UNICEF. 

 
• All the three teams were joined and supported by colleagues, other humanitarian partners and government 

officials on the ground. 
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B. Terms of reference of the assessment teams: 
 
Objectives of the missions included: 
 

1. To assess: 
o Impact of the crisis on the wider population 
o Categories of different types of IDPs including those outside of camps 
o Needs of the affected population 
o Protection issues 
o Opportunities for early recovery 
o Opportunities for reconciliation and peace building 

2. Coordination: 
o Identify players on the ground 
o Review coordination mechanisms, linking authorities, KRCS, CSOs, UN gencies and others; 

3. Reporting: 
o Real life stories of affected populations 
o Proper reports of findings of the missions 

4. Further Action: 
o Recommend required action for follow up to the missions 

 
C. OVERVIEW OF THE HUMANITARIAN SITUATION BY LOCATION: 
 

1. Kisumu and Kakamega: 
Kisumu: 
On arrival, the team was met by the Kenya Red Cross Regional Manager for Nyanza and Western Kenya 
provinces, Ms Pamela Indiaka, and UN colleagues, and taken on tour of the Moi Stadium and St. 
Stephen’s Bible Study Centre transit camps where some of the returnees/IDPs displaced from the Rift 
Valley and Central Province are temporarily accommodated prior to their transportation to their villages 
of origin. This was followed by attendance of the ‘Stakeholders Weekly Meeting’ at the KRCS where the 
team was briefed on the impact of the post election violence on the population, the response and the gaps.  
The organizations present during the briefing included: ICRC, Merlin, Action Aid, Ebenezer, ADRA, 
WVI, CARE, Safe Water and AIDS, CONCERN Worldwide, GIDEONS International, MSF, GDAL, 
OGRA Foundation, CDC, Kenya Red Cross Society and Government. 

 
The mission wound up the Kisumu visit with a courtesy call on the Nyanza Provincial Commissioner 
(PC), Mr. Paul Olando, who gave an overview of the situation in the province, including the humanitarian 
response coordinated by the KRCS. According to the PC, the post election violence in the country started 
in Kisumu, and the province had lost many lives, businesses, government facilities and infrastructure. He 
said the province was conducting a census/assessment of the damage done and losses incurred. Over and 
above the destruction, the PC said there were people who had been forced to leave the province due to the 
violence, and many others who were displaced from other parts of the country have returned to the 
province. 
 
Kakamega: 
The team made a brief visit to Kakamega, the headquarters of Western Province, where it was briefed by 
the Western Provincial Commissioner, Mr. Abdul Mwasserah in the presence of his team. According to 
the PC the post election violence in his province started in Mumias due to suspicions over ballot boxes 
which later turned out to be baseless. Following the announcement of the Presidential election results, 
there was anxiety in 11 (out of 17) districts in the province. The ensuing violence led to displacement of 
55,862 people into 20 IDP camps. Initially 2,264 people crossed from Busia and Teso to Tororo, Uganda, 
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as refugees. More than 600 have returned, leaving 1598, many of whom were reluctant to return unless 
Government agreed to compensate their lost properties. 
 
Over 629 private and 20 public property were destroyed, at an estimated cost of KSh200 million. 
Furthermore the province lost 69 persons as a result of the skirmishes. 

 
Conflict transformation and peace building initiative: the Western Province initiated a local conflict 
transformation/peace building initiative in all its 17 districts as a way of preventing the outflow of IDPs 
from the province. The PC reported that they did not encourage transportation of IDPs out of the province 
and at the same time security for protection of lives and property was ensured. A workshop was held on 
1st February 2008 with the attendance of over 100 participants from all the 17 districts in the province. 
The participants, who included Government officials, youth, religious and women organizations, the 
affected population as well as political leaders, resolved to preach peace in all corners of the province 
under the stewardship of ‘District Peace Committees’ which have been established in all the 17 districts. 
Consequently, the number of IDP camps reduced from 20 to 14, with the total population dropping from 
55,862 to 5,129 (as of 18 February 2008). Of the IDPs remaining in the Kenya Police Station camp, the 
PC reported that many do go out to work during the day, returning to the camps in the evening to stay 
with their families. With the on-going peace campaigns, many more IDPs were expected to return to their 
homes in the nearest future. The PC reported an interesting spin-off of the peace building initiative - the 
voluntary return, in Teso, of goods looted from a Supermarket. He said that they had not administered any 
witchcraft, as was reported of a similar incident in Mombasa. 

 
The PC concluded his remarks with a request to the UN to support a peace building/conflict resolution 
workshop involving neighbouring districts to ‘share problems and experiences on how to handle the post 
election violence’. 
 
General Observations: 
 
Security: the security situation in Kisumu and Kakamega was stable and people seemed to be getting on 
with their lives normally, although a lot will depend on the progress and outcome of the on-going 
negotiations being mediated by former Secretary-General Kofi Annan. 

 
Humanitarian situation: 
Kisumu: 
In the transit camps visited in Kisumu (Moi Stadium and St. Stephen’s Bible Centre), the most immediate 
needs (shelter, food, non-food items, health, water and sanitation, etc) were being responded to by Kenya 
Red Cross Society; UN agencies, NGOs, Civil Society Organizations, individual Kenyans and 
Government Departments. It was evident that whereas thousands of returnees were received in the transit 
centers, they do not stay more than one or two days, as they are immediately transported by the Kenya 
Red Cross Society to their areas of origin. Exceptions are individuals who have nowhere to go due to lost 
links with their ancestral villages. There were also cases of unaccompanied minors whom the KRCS and 
ICRC are helping to re-unite with their families or close relatives. Due to time limitations, it was not 
possible to get supporting statistics. 

 
In Kakamega, due to time constraints, the team was only able to pay a brief visit to a transit centre for 
people displaced from the Rift Valley and Central Province. On the way to the centre, the team witnessed 
a procession of community members delivering some humanitarian assistance to the returnees in the 
transit centre. As was the case in Kisumu, the majority of the returnees do not stay in the transit centre for 
more than one to two days before being transported to their villages of origin. Those who have difficulties 
in tracing their families/villages of origin remained a little longer. However, KRCS is helping to trace 
their next of kin. 
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Humanitarian response and coordination: the Government, Kenya Red Cross Society, NGOs, Civil 
Society Organizations, UN agencies and individual Kenyans have responded very well to the most urgent 
humanitarian needs (food aid, shelter, non-food items, health services, water and sanitation, clothing, etc) 
of the returnees/IDPs in the transit centres both in Kisumu and Kakamega. In the health sector, meticulous 
records of attendance were maintained and passed on to health units in areas of return for follow-up 
purposes. As the situation stabilizes, it is important to pay attention to the return areas (whether former 
homes or villages of origin) to monitor the situation and assess the urgent needs of the returnees as they 
settle down. 
 
Regarding coordination, KRCS has done a commendable job in coordinating the emergency response 
under fluid conditions, a heavy responsibility entrusted to them by the Government. One way of reducing 
the coordination burden on KRCS, is to strengthen sector/cluster coordination mechanisms under the 
leadership of relevant government departments with the support of co-lead agencies. This is an area that 
OCHA could help to support. 

 
2. Kisii and Sotik: 

The Kisii region is among the most densely populated in Kenya with a population density of 930 persons 
per square kilometer1. The population and land pressure in this region is intense and has caused many 
Kisii people to migrate to other parts of Kenya or even Tanzania where they have bought land or started 
businesses.  

The current IDPs who have relocated to Kisii are victims of the political crisis of the post-election 
violence that started after 27 December 2007. The Kisii are perhaps the second largest single community 
settling outside their own original homeland after the Kikuyu and, therefore, are the second worst hit by 
the current displacement situation in Kenya. Conservative estimates at the end of January 2008 put the 
number of IDPs in Kisii living with host families at approximately 45,000. This estimate is based on those 
who passed through and registered at transit camps. A similar number is estimated to have traveled to the 
villages by their own means. It is estimated that more Kisii displaced persons are held refuge in IDP 
transit camps in various locations, including Ruiru, Eldoret, Molo, Kitale, Kisumu and Nakuru, due to 
lack of transport. Those who managed to reach transit camps in Kisii generally stayed for about two days 
then traveled onwards to their original homes or moved in with relatives.  

The crisis caught the districts of Kisii off-guard since there were few established relief agencies on the 
ground with sufficient local experience and network to support the immediate response. The recently 
created districts have not developed the necessary infrastructure and institutional capacity to handle the 
situation. There are few development agencies in Gusii because prior to the violence the area was 
perceived to be comparatively self-sufficient.  In this overall context, humanitarian workers and the 
government are challenged with the prospect of trying to locate the IDPs to register them and identify 
needs for support. 

Although the ability of IDPs to be hosted by families and community members is a positive coping 
mechanism, it also places a severe strain on the host families in this already densely populated area. The 
influx of the IDPs requires communities to share the limited supply of health facilities, food, clothing, 
schools, housing and other supplies.   The government, the Kenya Red Cross Society, and NGOs report 

                                                 
1 Central Bureau for Statistics  
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that IDPs living with host families have recently begun to return to transit centres requesting assistance 
primarily in the form of food aid.   

In addition to the need for food assistance, IDPs face many other key protection concerns. IDP children 
have limited access to education given the congestion in the local schools. The IDPs faced an 
unquantifiable level of psychological trauma during their flight, which will be with the victims for a long 
time. Families have been separated during flight both as a conscious balancing of security and economic 
considerations, but also due to ethnic violence.  In particular, some families of mixed ethnicity were split, 
generally leaving women alone to care for their children.  IDPs also voiced concern about property and 
land left behind in their areas of residence prior to the violence.  

The fluid security situation in neighbouring Luo Nyanza and Rift Valley did cut and continues to cut off 
the area from the rest of the country during skirmishes, making it difficult for basic supplies and markets 
to flow and function. This fluid situation had also made it difficult for relief agencies to reach all affected 
areas to conduct a comprehensive assessment on the humanitarian needs to the displaced persons at the 
peak of the crisis. 

 
3. Trans Nzoia and Eldoret: 

Trans Nzoia District was recently divided into two districts: Trans Nzoia East and Trans Nzoia West, 
each with a population of about 400,000 people.  

 
Main ethnic conflicts are between Saboat (Kalenjiin sub-group) and Luhya and Kisii as well as between 
Kalenjiin clans – Soi and Ndorobo. Many IDPs from Marakwet are also seeking sanctuary in Trans 
Nzoia.  

 
Many IDPs complain they have been displaced many times over the last 20 years. The Saboat claim Trans 
Nzoia as “their land” though many Luhya have also been in Trans Nzoia for several generations – many 
moved there to work on the British farms in colonial times. When the British sold their farms, groups got 
together to purchase these as cooperatives.  The farms were sub-divided into 5 and 10 acre lots for 
cooperative members. Some farmers suggest that they have never received title deeds and wonder if this 
is the reason why they suffer such frequent displacement.  

 
Current IDP estimates about 30,000 in about 14 camps in Trans Nzoia East and West districts. The main 
affected areas for displacement are Endebes Division and Cherangani Division. Most of the displaced in 
Endebes come from the farm settlements at the foot of Mount Elgon (eg Kahaha, Salama Coop. Society 
etc.). Some of the displaced were also farm workers in large commercial farms (e.g. Catata Farm in 
Mount Elgon) Displacement due to usual land clashes but much more serious this time. No exact data on 
population profile but mostly farm families. Most of the displaced in Cherangani are also farmers coming 
from Getha Farm. This is a large farm settlement with a status of a sub-location. 

 
The camps in Trans Nzoia West tend to be more numerous, smaller and more widely scattered while 
those in Trans Nzoia East are larger and fewer (including the large camps at Noigam and Endebes.  In 
both cases the farms are within 10-15Kms from the camps; some can even be seen in the distance from 
the camp.  

 
Eight primary schools and 2 secondary schools in TN West are not operating – due to displacement of 
pupils and teachers and insecurity. One school in TN East was burned.  In TN West displacement is more 
widespread so displaced pupils can be fairly easily absorbed into local schools. In TN East situation is 
more difficult with massive camps attached to Noigam and Endebes Primary schools, where the number 
of displaced students doubles the number of students eg Noigam Primary has 828 regular students and 
936 displaced students.  Classrooms with over 150 pupils were observed. 
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The violence was blamed on some leaders fuelling animosity among youth “promising them heaven on 
earth.” 

 
Timboroa and Burnt Forest:  
These two locations, along the Nakuru - Eldoret Highway – have been very strongly affected.  The team 
was informed that around last week of January, a truck loaded with young men drove into Timboroa and 
put the settlement on fire, driving thousands from their homes and destroying shops, homes and 
livelihoods. The attack seems to have been clearly organized. Many small businesses were affected, 
including traders, transporters, agricultural equipment suppliers, and some professionals (mainly 
teachers.) 

 
Thousands of farmers from the area were forced to sell their cattle at low prices, some to raise money to 
get their families to a place of safety.  The majority were evicted from the surrounding farm settlements 
(at least from some 7 large farms i.e. Kagema, Gilgil, Nyati, Bindura etc.). Some still have produce in the 
farms and with escorts have been going to collect it but the situation is still tense.  On a daily basis people 
are packing up and leaving for Nakuru, Nairobi or Central Province – some returning when they can find 
nowhere else to go. 

 
D. CHALLENGES/GAPS AND RECOMMENDATIONS BY THEMATIC AREAS: 
 
I. SECURITY 
 
Challenges/Gaps: 

• Most IDPs want to return home but only if security can be guaranteed. Some called for a GSU operation 
to “clean out” the area of aggressors.  Many felt let down by the government. “If a man steals a cow and 
carries it to West Pokot the government will chase him but if a man attacks his neighbour they do 
nothing.” Aggrieved man in Trans Nzoia 

• “All weapons should be confiscated. Where do these weapons come from? We want the government to 
explain and get rid of them so that we can return to our homes without fear.” 

• Many do not want to return because they have been displaced too many times. They ask the government 
to take their land and re-settle them somewhere else where they will have peace and security. 

 
Recommendations:  

• Beef up security, law and order in areas that are prone to violence, to give the affected population a fair 
choice of either returning to their places of habitual residence or villages of origin; 

 
II. INTERNALLY DISPLACED PEOPLE (IDPs) 
 
Challenges/gaps: 

• Although significant efforts are underway to register and track IDPs, especially those outside camps, there 
is no systematic mechanism to identify the identity, location, needs and longer-term intentions of the 
IDPs. The DCs, DOs and NGOs have started working on a system to record and organize the information 
on the IDPs, but welcomed assistance.  

• Thousands of IDPs have returned to the region, most of whom are poor labour cadres. Many among them 
have lost links with their ancestral villages/relations after decades of living elsewhere in the Rift Valley or 
Central Province. It is feared that many of these people will to return to Kisumu town to look of 
livelihood opportunities. 

 
Recommendations: 
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• UNHCR, Red Cross and the government to carry out a follow up mission to provide advice and assistance 
on registration and IDP profiling exercises. 

 
III. SERVICE PROVISION 
 
Challenges/gaps:  

• Outflow of capital, entrepreneurship and skilled labour (teachers, health workers, others) out of Nyanza 
province will affect service provision; 

• Provision of adequate services (including bathrooms and toilets, sanitary towels for ladies, water, etc) in 
IDP/transit camps; 

• Psychosocial therapy: many of the IDPS/returnees were traumatized by the experience they went 
through, and therefore require trauma/psychosocial counseling. It was reported that generally male 
returnees were less forgiving than their women counterparts. One trauma case was asked if he needed 
some help with counseling; and he replied, “We do not need counseling. Rather the people who caused 
the trauma need counseling.” The team talked to one young man at St. Stephen’s Bible Study Centre who 
had lost his wife and two children aged 4 ½ and 1 ½ years old in the Rift Valley. He had been actively 
involved in the election campaigns on the side of the opposition and despite the efforts of friends to hide 
his family, the perpetrators of violence managed to find and kill them. 

• Education:  The Nyanza PC gave an example of a school that used to house 504 children before the 
crisis, but has now been forced to accommodate 911 pupils. In Kisii records indicate that some 23,000 
IDPs between the ages of 6 and 18 have registered and may need access to schools. The exact number of 
school age children, as well as their needs and copying mechanisms needs to be established. 

 Parents and young people are very concerned about missing out on education. Many cannot afford the 
costs of sending their children to secondary school. They called for CDF funds to be used to provide 
bursaries for children in secondary school.  Parents asked for more primary classrooms or for a school to 
be constructed inside the camp. 

 Children in the overcrowded schools asked for: 
o Security 
o More classrooms, desks 
o More toilets and doors to be put on the toilets 
o Text Books, exercise books 
o Extension of the playground, balls to play with 

 
Recommendations: 

• Relevant clusters/sectors to ensure gaps in service provision are filled. 
Psychosocial/trauma counseling services, including training 

• There is need to field an inter-agency team to the areas of return to conduct an in-depth assessment of the 
most pressing and medium term needs of IDPs outside the camps/transit centres.  

• The education needs of the children, especially those in candidate classes need to be attended to as a 
matter of urgency.  

• Education Cluster Lead to liaise with the Ministry of Education regarding the need for increased capacity 
of public schools. 

 
IV. PEACE AND RECONCILIATION: 
 
Challenges/gaps: 

• The post-election crisis has caused suspicions and mistrust among different communities. As a result 
couples from mixed marriages have been forced to separate.  

• Re-building trust between the IDPs and hosting communities;  
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• Need for reconciliation and peace building with full participation of the affected communities, including 
politicians on both sides of the political divide.  

• Although the overall situation is calm but tense, tension is still high at the border point at Kiligoris where 
the three districts of Buret, Gucha and Kiligoris meet. Skirmishes between the Kipsigis and Maasai were 
reported as recently as Sunday, 17 February 2008. The situation is calm but tense along the Borabu/Sotik 
border with peace and conflict resolution efforts being facilitated by the local. 

• Efforts have been made to establish peace committees which have varying success. Some progress in 
peace building in Endebes is noted. The two sides have been brought together to discuss their problems. 
They talk of forgiveness and took their children to school together. A woman leader, Joyce Shamu, in 
Noigam was strongly applauded by the crowd when she said they must have forgiveness. 

 
Recommendations: 

• Re-unification of separated couples should be included in any reconciliation/peace building initiatives.  
• Formation of all-inclusive conflict resolution/peace building committees in areas affected by violence to 

promote dialogue and peaceful co-existence among communities. The initiative undertaken by the 
Western provincial administration is worth emulating elsewhere. 

• The UNDP/BCPR and perhaps other parners should certainly provide support to peace and reconciliation 
initiatives because they are basic to the implementation of other livelihood recovery activities. There 
should be emphasis on community work addressed at the local communities, towns etc in order to get a 
better understanding of the determinants of a peaceful co-existence. 

 
V. PROTECTION 
 
Challenges/gaps: 

• Protection issues, including GBV, are not being adequately addressed;  
• NGOs reported that they are currently mobilising psychosocial counselors to provide support, but that 

they need counseling guidelines (Kisii and Sotik). 
• The Government’s compensation scheme does not appear to have reached all local government officials, 

nor were the NGOs aware of the form or the process.  NGOs reported that many people were asking for 
advice about how to receive compensation. 

• During displacement and within camps settings protection of population and especially of women and 
girls is paramount. From the six displacement sites visited, protection concerns arose particularly with 
regards to site planning, camp management, water and sanitation and lighting.  Due to the length of the 
visit it was not possible to assess the situation in depth. However, general observations where made. 

• In one location, (Timboroa), there was no fencing around the camp which was located on a main highway 
from Eldoret to Nairobi where trucks stop over night.  Shops and little hotels are being set up to cater for 
this but with vulnerabilities having increased, loss of livelihoods and lack of protection within the camps 
– the risk of sexual exploitation and abuse increases dramatically.  

• Winterization: Urgent attention needs to be given to winterization – preparation for the rains and 
ensuring there is sufficient shelter, protection and lighting in the camps.  For example, the Kenya Red 
Cross in Burnt Forest reported they did not have sufficient tarpaulins for ground cover and side-cover of 
the tents in the new camp. The area is already very windy and will become cold during the rains. The 
camp is on a slope at risk of flooding. 

 
Recommendations: 

• Monitoring of the protection needs of the IDPs/returnees, especially with regards to land tenure issues and 
property ownership, with a particular attention paid to the needs of orphaned children and women-headed 
households.  
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• Training of the Police and other security forces in humanitarian principles/protection/human rights 
because there were allegations that the security forces were not even-handed in handling the post election 
violence.  

• GBV Sub-Cluster Lead to liaise with the Ministry of Health and local partners to include Kisii region in 
national initiatives. 

• Health Cluster Lead to liaise with the Ministry of Health to ensure agencies working in psychosocial 
therapy in all affected regions receives the common guidance and standards of psychosocial assistance. 

• Protection Cluster Lead to meet with protection agencies in Kisii and other locations visited to identify 
vulnerable groups (including separated families), and develop an appropriate response. 

• Protection Cluster Lead to liaise with the Humanitarian Coordinator regarding the Government’s plans for 
resettlement and compensation, for the Humanitarian Coordinator to lead the discussion with the 
Government. 

• UNHCR as lead for HIV/AIDS for IDPs to ensure Kisii area is included in national activities.  
Camp management: 

• Ensure that adequate land is provided to ensure proper site planning and camp management 
• Ensure that the community is consulted (men and women) during the site planning and camp management 
• Ensure that proper lighting is provided at the camp sites, in particular where latrines and bathing facilities 

are located 
• Provide doors and locks on latrines and bathing facilities 
• With regards to coordination and monitoring, one agency per camp (or location) should be assigned the 

responsibility to oversee protection concerns including gender based violence. This would help with the 
monitoring of the situation. 

 
VI. FOOD, NFIs and SHELTER 
 
Challenges/gaps:  

• Food for IDPs living with host families and communities is a great humanitarian challenge.  The Kenya 
Red Cross, DOs, and NGOs are considering how to establish collection points for food and NFIs. 

• The prices of food and other basic commodities have almost doubled in many affected areas. A 2kg 
packet of maize meal that used to cost Ksh.50 is now costing Ksh. 75. 

• There do not appear to be longer-term plans to address the shelter and assistance needs of IDPs that lack 
options, and are currently forced to remain in camps. 

 
Recommendations:  
• Technical support for KRCS, the Government and NGOs to conduct a baseline assessment of the IDPs’ 

immediate and longer-term needs. (Who is responsible? UNHCR? WFP? UNICEF?) 
• WFP and UNHCR to assist with development of registration system for food and NFIs distribution. 
• Shelter Cluster Lead to review shelter needs for IDPs living in sites, as well as with host families. 

 
VII. EARLY RECOVERY (INCLUDING AGRICULTURE) 
 
Challenges/gaps: 

• Assessment of the profiles of the IDPs (especially those living outside camps), their medium term needs. 
• Farmers: there are 4 imaginable scenarios that will determine the kind of support required for the 

restoration of their livelihoods: :  
o Scenario 1- The security situation improves (GOK is deploying police and building new police 

stations in the areas) farmers can go back and plant maize and beans. They have until March to plant 
(3-4 weeks).     There is a dynamic input supply industry in the region, Seed growers, input 
distributors etc: 
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o Scenario 2- The security situation does not improve in time for the March plantings, there is still 
expectation that it will improve later and farmers will then aim at catching the June/July planting 
season for beans, sorghum, potatoes etc. 

o Scenario 3 - Farmers are not at all able to go back and are resettled to other areas by GOK. Farmers 
are not to grow crops around the camps at least that is not the position for now. The GOK line has 
been that they will go back and a recovery programme is being put in place. 

o Scenario 4- Some vulnerable farmers (need verification) are returning to other areas (they came from 
in the 70's or so) and will need support to restart activities elsewhere 

 
Recommendations: 

• Opportunities for Early Recovery/livelihood opportunities should be explored to avoid too much 
dependence on relief assistance. 

• Irrespective of the scenario, farm families will need support in terms of seeds, fertilizers, support to land 
preparation and to their remaining livestock etc. in the next 6 months in order to recover their livelihoods. 

 
VIII. YOUTH/TRAINING AND EMPLOYMENT/BUSINESS PEOPLE: 
 
Challenge/gaps/recommendations: 

• Parents are worried about the idleness of the youth in the camps. “The young men and boys are sitting 
here idle. This is the root cause of the problem and we need to deal with it. They need to be employed. 
They need training in carpentry and building and other skills.” and training/employment programmes for 
young people to keep them occupied. Parents are also calling for young people who have graduated from 
college to be employed to help in the over-crowded classrooms. 

• There are considerable numbers of young people in the camps that need to be organised into some 
productive or healing type of activities. Some have professional skills others are educated and willing to 
engage in activities in the camps. There is a need to explore opportunities in the camps and nearby towns 
to engage the youth positively. This is a critical segment of the IDPs and needs special attention and 
“positive” mobilisation. Expertise and skills in mobilising young people into useful activities is required 
in the camps. 

• Businessmen: The small businessmen are usually resilient and quick at finding opportunities, so some are 
already engaging in petty trade, in the camps proper and adjacent areas. There is a need to consult with 
them and assess their needs. Some have fled the areas, sent families elsewhere and waiting to see how the 
situation evolve in order to restore their businesses. Most likely they will be looking for coping strategies 
on the meantime. Some identified businessman could perhaps be mobilised for certain service provision 
activities within the camps or environs!! 

• Professionals: The teachers are the most visible as they have reported and many have been engaged in 
emergency education activities in the camps. Hopefully these will contribute for their livelihoods. Again 
once the profiling of the IDPs has been done, consultations with the professional should be carried out to 
assert their status, expectations, possible opportunities etc.  There is need to explore how Govt. ministries 
especially education plan to compensate teachers who are not on the payroll. 

 
IX. COORDINATION 
 
Challenges/gaps: 

• Newly created border line districts, faced with frequent skirmishes, do not have established coordination 
structures for development activities, let alone disaster and conflict situations. Support from the original 
districts from which they were created is limited. 

• Many humanitarian agencies have been involved in responding to the emergency needs of the displaced 
persons. As things settle down, it is worth examining sector/cluster coordination mechanisms with view 
to enhancing their performance. 
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Recommendations:  

• OCHA Kenya and KRCS to assess how best cluster/sector coordination at the field level could be 
supported, including linkages with national-level cluster/sector working groups.  

• Activate Local Government Disaster Management Teams: The cluster approach is viewed with 
suspicion as UN imposing itself on system and undermining the Kenya Red Cross and local district 
response. Government aspires to replicate the Disaster Management approach used in northern Kenya and 
we should support this through support for government led Disaster Management Committees with sub-
committees dealing with specific areas – equivalent to the clusters. 

• Improved Local Reporting: At the local level needs to be supported and improved with commitment of 
partners to contribute regular reporting of activities on spreadsheets.  UN Agencies to consider providing 
support to this function in determining staffing structures in selected hubs. 

• Improved consultation Nairobi-Field: Field offices are not kept sufficiently informed about decisions 
made at central level.  They are therefore unable to advocate for actions already agreed to at the Nairobi 
level.  The organization of missions/ field visits also has to take into account the work pressure of field 
based staff. 

• Address Kenya Red Cross Capacity: Discussion needed with KRCS at senior level to discuss how UN 
can provide support to ensure improved camp management. At present “camp management” seems to be 
understood as appointing a camp manager. We need to persuade the KRCS to let agencies take 
responsibility for specific areas as part of camp management teams. 

• Local Partners Analysis: Many of the NGOs do not have sufficient funding to play a core role. Need to 
analyse how we can extend more strategic support to some of these agencies 
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Appendix 1 
 
Inter Agency Rapid Assessment Mission to Kisii and Sotik 
 
The mission was conducted on Monday 18 February, 2008 to establish coordination and information 
sharing links with the local authorities and humanitarian partners operating in the respective areas.  
The mission objectives were: 
 

• Assess the impact of the post election crisis on the affected populations and establish their 
humanitarian needs 

• Establish the locations, needs and categories of the returnees  
• Assess the possible opportunities for early recovery, peace building and reconciliation 
• Assess the coordination arrangements on the ground, humanitarian partners and their activities, 

including gaps and challenges 
• Capture and document some real life stories and experiences by affected individuals and 

communities 
 
Team Members 
 
UNOCHA, UNIFEM, UNHCR, UNICEF, UNIC, KRCS 
 
Areas visited and Meetings  
 
Kisii Central District – District Commissioner 
Masaba / Borabu District – District Officer 
Sotik District – District Officer 
Nyamira Districtr, Ekerenyo Division – District Officer 
Meeting with NGOs/CSOs working in Greater Kisii 

Background to the Kisii2 

Kisii lies in the eastern highlands in Nyanza province. The land here is good and fertile, with regular 
rainfall and a temperate climate. The Kisii region is among the most densely populated in Kenya with a 
population density of 930 persons per square kilometer3. The population and land pressure in this region 
is intense and this is the main cause of a lot of out migration of many of the Kisii to the other parts of 
Kenya where they have bought land or started businesses. The local people have learnt to combine 
agriculture and retail business remarkably well as one of the other copying mechanisms to the land and 
population pressure. The community has embraced mixed farming of cash and food crops, and dairy 
cattle keeping. The main food crop is maize while other food crops are beans, potatoes, bananas. The 
cash crops are mainly tea, coffee and pyrethrum.  

                                                 
2 In this report, Kisii represents the larger Kisii and her 8 districts. This should not be confused with Kisii town 

3 Central Bureau for Statistics  
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Since independence, the Kisii have been engaged in coffee, tea, pyrethrum and dairy farming and do ran 
a market economy. However, some residents were moving to other parts of Kenya — and even Tanzania 
— in search of land as the population increases. In the initial post independence days, those who went to 
Tanzania often returned home after brief encounters with tsetse flies and mosquitoes.  

However, the current returnees have no problem with any such insect pests; they are victims of the 
political crisis of the post election violence that started after December 27, 2007. The arrrival of these 
returnees into Kisii is proving too much for the traditional tactics of providing for brothers and sisters in 
distress. There are still more of these Kisii returnees camped at IDP transit point camps at various places 
such as Ruiru, Eldoret, Molo, Kitale, Kisumu and Nakuru due to lack of means to move. Those who 
were lucky and managed to reach transit camps in Gusii stayed for about two days then fizzled into their 
original homes or moved in with relatives. Although this was a positive move, it presents humanitarian 
workers and the government with a new set of challenges. For instance, the coping mechanism gives a 
wrong impression that the situation is not as critical as it looked at the peak of the crisis. By melting into 
the villages, it became impossible for humanitarian agencies and the government to locate the IDPs in 
order to register them and assess their needs with a view to providing them with the necessary support.  

The Kisii are perhaps the second largest single community settling outside their own original homeland 
after the Kikuyus and, therefore, the second worst hit by the displacement problem. Conservative 
estimates at the end of January 2008 put the number of returned Kisii IDPs at more than 45,000. This 
estimate is based on those who passed and got registered at transit camps. A similar number is estimated 
to have made it on their own to the villages. This sudden influx of returnees into the densely populated 
highlands of Kisii is placing a severe strain on the host families. The situation has not been receiving 
adequate attention due the fizzling out of returnees that makes authorities and agencies think the 
situation is under control. The influx of the returnees is leading to sharing the available health, food, 
clothing, schools, housing and other supplies.  

This situation is limiting children’s access to education and congesting the local schools. The 
psychological trauma following the experience of some of the returnees while fleeing the violence 
cannot be quantified and will definitely be with the victims for a long time. The crisis caught the Kisii 
districts off-guard since there was hardly an established relief agency on the ground with sufficient local 
experience and network to support any immediate response. There are few development agencies in 
Kisii because the area is comparatively self-sufficient. The new districts recently created have not 
developed the necessary infrastructure and institutional capacity to handle the situation.  

The fluid security situation in neighbouring Luo Nyanza and Rift Valley did cut and continues to cut off 
the area from the rest of the country during skirmishes, making it difficult for basic supplies and markets 
to flow and function. This fluid situation had also made it difficult for relief agencies to reach and 
conduct a comprehensive assessment on the humanitarian needs to the displaced returnees at the pick of 
the crisis. 
 
Main Findings and Recommendations 
 
Characterization of the displaced population 
As of Friday, 15 February 2008, the provincial administration reported that 44,639 had been registered 
as IDPs primarily arriving from Rift Valley and Luo Nyanza to Kisii land. The authorities estimate that a 
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similar number may have arrived to the region without being registered or transported by the 
government or other relief agencies. Most of the IDPs have been absorbed by relatives in homes.  The 
following statistics were collected from the provincial administrations:  
 

Source: Provincial administration registration system in the 8 districts of larger Kisii.  
• Challenges and gaps: 

o Although significant efforts are underway to register and track the IDPs, there is no 
systematic mechanism to identify the identity, location, needs and longer-term intentions 
of the IDPs. The DCs and NGOs have started working on a system to record and organize 
the information on the IDPs, but welcomed assistance. The fact that most of the IDPs are 
hosted by the communities presents additional challenge in accurate identification of 
IDPs.  

• Recommendation: 
o UNHCR to carry out a follow up mission to provide advice and assistance on registration 

and IDP profiling exercises. 
 

Education 
In Kisii Central District alone, the Education Office confirms of an upsurge of 7500 IDP primary school 
children scattered in various primary schools. 
At the peak of the skirmishes between the Kisiis and Kalenjins at their common border especially 
between Borabu and Sotik districts, 14 schools remained closed on the Sotik district side. Of the 14 
schools, two were partially razed with another two damaged to the point of closure (Koyet and Ribaita 
primary schools). 
 
Two private primary schools were also totally razed on the Kisii side of the border. Parents of the 
children affected have moved them to other schools, while others are housed at a rented Technical 
Institute near Kisii town. 
 

• Challenges and gaps: 
o Current records indicate that some 23,000 IDPs between the ages of 6 and 18 have 

registered and may need access to schools. The exact number of school age children, as 
well as their needs and copying mechanisms needs to be established. 

 

 SEX CHILDREN BY AGE   
District Male Female <5years 6-18yrs TOTAL Gender 

Violence 
South 
Gucha 

87 54 221 516 878 163 

South Kisii 60 82 400 966 1508 97 
Borabu 1685 2587  4148 8420 152 
Manga 929 1429  1463 3821 155 
Gucha 760 2240 2200 4680 9880 174 
Nyamira 2201 2667  8450 13318 149 
Masaba 432 876 2450 2600 6358 153 
C. Kisii 
(Mosocho) 

112 91 69 184 456 112 

 6266 10026 5340 23007 44639 1155 
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• Recommendation: 
o Education Cluster Lead to liaise with the Ministry of Education regarding the need for 

increased capacity of public schools. 
 
Peace and reconciliation  
Peace and negotiation/dialogue meetings are being held between the two communities, facilitated by the 
provincial administration. The membership of the meetings is drawn from the DCs of Nyamira, Borabu, 
(representing the Kisii side) and Sotik & Buret (representing the Kipsigis side). Other members are the 
affected areas’ civic leaders, MPs, religious leaders, elders, and youth and women representatives from 
both sides. The last meeting took place on the day of the field visit and the authorities promised to share 
the deliberations and action points with the mission.  
 

• Challenges and gaps: 
o Although the overall situation is calm but tense, tension is still high at the border point at 

Kiligoris where the three districts of Buret, Gucha and Kiligoris meet. Skirmishes 
between the Kipsigis and Maasai were reported as recently as Sunday, 17 February 2008.  

o It would seem that the recent crises and resulting population movement is having an 
effect on ethnic, sex and age composition of the communities, leading to creation of 
ethnically polarized communities with large number of women-headed households and 
children. Such rapid changes in composition of the communities would have an effect on 
social, economic structures of the region (s) and if not managed well, can became causes 
of further conflict, as well as exacerbating vulnerability of certain groups.  

• Recommendation: 
o Follow-up on the peace and reconciliation meetings hosted by the government and faith 

based organization especially at the border districts affected by skirmishes. (Who is 
responsible?) 

o Analysis of the recent population movement on social/economic structures of regions, 
and developing measure for managing these changes as a measure of conflict prevention,   

 
Protection 
Some of the displaced persons interviewed especially women and families who were chased from the tea 
plantations in Kericho and other areas reported having been subjected to gender based violence, 
including rape. (Refer to recorded cases by NGOs and Government in table above.).  
 
Separated families, including inter-tribal marriages especially in the ethnic groups in the Rift Valley, 
were reported. For example, women and adopted children outside the Kalenjin tribe reported being 
threatened or chased from their homes.  Men have also been forced to flee without their wives and 
children. The DC Sotik confirmed this, noting that he knew individuals who had been compelled to pay 
and bribe their tribesmen to spare the chasing of their spouses. 
 
The displaced population, particularly children, have faced a high level of trauma.  The NGOs and the 
KRCS identified the need for psychosocial assistance as a top priority. 
 
A number of the IDPs reported that they had left land, property and businesses behind, some of which 
had been destroyed.  Without a proper assessment, it is not clear how many IDPs would like to return, 
however those that did indicate a willingness to go back said that security would be an essential factor.  
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The mission found that while some IDPs possessed government issued compensation forms, not all 
government officials were aware of the registration process. 
 
NGOs reported that the Ministry of Health, as well as themselves, had been announcing medical points 
for IDPs to have access to ART. 
 

• Challenges and gaps: 
o NGOs reported that they are currently mobilising psychosocial counselors to provide 

support, but that they need counseling guidelines. 
o Despite of the high level of reported GBV (and considering that many cases go 

unreported, this number is likely to be much higher) the interviews with government 
officials and NGOs suggests that prevention of and protection from the SGBV does not 
come as one of immediate issues to be addressed. For example, only after asking about 
the subject, the mission was told that many of these cases happened on-route to Kisii, but 
SGBV do not occur in IDP camps. This might well be true, however, it was obvious from 
the meetings that there wasn’t actually a conscious and systematic assessment on SGBV 
in camps or / and host communities (domestic violence, rape by extended family 
members, by community members etc.)  

o The Government’s effort to record individual/household economic/property loses for a 
possible compensation scheme does not appear to have reached all local government 
officials, nor were the NGOs aware of the form or the process.  NGOs reported that many 
people were asking for advice about how to receive compensation. This would indicate 
the starting to record loses creates expectations from the government for a compensation 
scheme, and if these expectations unmet, this can create another layer of distrust in 
ability/seriousness of government to meet peoples expectations, and might result in loss 
of confidence.  

• Recommendations: 
o GBV Sub-Cluster Lead to liaise with the Ministry of Health and local partners to include 

Kisii region in national initiatives. 
o In light of the higher number of women IDPs, proper analysis of vulnerability of women 

to SGBV needs to be done, and proper mechanisms for reducing this vulnerability needs 
to be developed (for example, some of the cultural practices require the sexual cleansing 
of widows prior to the any help that can be given to them in terms of housing/access to 
land etc.). These analyses should be used for advocating with the government for design 
of gender sensitive compensation/resettlement schemes and prioritization of women’s 
need as a way of protection from SGBV (such as giving priority to widows for housing),  

o Sensitization of humanitarian workers/ government officials to consciously look into 
issues of SGBV, to identify/ record cases, and to develop mechanisms for protection and 
prevention. This can be done with support of support of protection cluster, in cooperation 
with all members of the cluster.  

o Health Cluster Lead to liaise with the Ministry of Health to ensure Kisii area receives the 
common guidance and standards of psychosocial assistance. 

o Development of standard protection guidelines in camps/ in communities, Protection 
Cluster Lead to liaise with the Humanitarian Coordinator regarding the Government’s 
plans for resettlement and compensation, for the Humanitarian Coordinator to lead the 
discussion with the Government. 
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o UNHCR as lead for HIV/AIDS for IDPs to ensure Kisii area is included in national 
activities. 

 
Food, NFIs, and Shelter 
The government authorities and the agencies supporting the IDPs have started recording of cases where 
those people who have gone to the ancestral lands are coming back to the DO’s, Chief’s and Transit 
Camp offices to seek food rations as the host families no longer have enough to share.  The NGOs 
emphasized that host families are not a long-term solution to the displacement. 
 
A total of about 500 people are camped at various transit point centres (Catholic Church Kisii, SDA 
Church Kisii, ACK Church Kisii and Police Station Keroka, DO’s Office Ekerenyo). These are the 
desperate ones who have been rejected from their ancestral homes by their kins or had totally sold their 
land and moved to settle elsewhere. This number is just an estimate and the DC said it would be higher 
as some displaced persons have rented houses in the towns and urban centres. There is concern of what 
will happen once they exhaust the resources they are surviving on.  
 

• Challenges and gaps: 
o Food for IDPs living with host families and communities is a great humanitarian 

challenge in the coming days.  The Kenya Red Cross, Dos, and NGOs are considering 
how to establish collection points for food and NFIs. 

o The prices of food and other basic commodities have almost doubled in many affected 
areas. A 2kg packet of maize meal that used to cost Ksh.50 is now costing Ksh. 75. 

o There do not appear to be longer-term plans to address the shelter and assistance needs of 
IDPs that lack options, and are currently forced to remain in camps. 

• Recommendation: 
o Technical support for KRC, the Government and NGOs to conduct a baseline assessment 

of the IDPs’ immediate and longer-term needs. (Who is responsible? UNHCR? WFP? 
UNICEF?) 

o WFP and UNHCR to assist with development of registration system for food and NFIs 
distribution. 

o Shelter Cluster Lead to review shelter needs for IDPs living in sites, as well as with host 
families. 

 
Livelihoods 
The NGOs noted that some of the IDPs have their own land  or access to farms, and are requesting seeds 
and tools. However, many of the people don’t have land or home to go to. Currently the NGOs are 
operating based on the assumption that the IDPs that came to Kisii will stay there, and exploring ideas 
for livelihood support to IDPS, including looking into possible small-scale income generation projects.   
 

• Challenges and gaps: 
o Unclear plans of Government for compensation and resettlement,  
o Inaccurate information on loses of people, and inaccurate information on people who has 

land 
o As seen from the table above, number of women IDPs is much larger then men; one of 

the challenges would be to get gender analysis of the current conflict on livelihoods of 
the, and to designing an early recovery strategies that addresses challenges faced by 
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women such as access to land, access to credit, access to capital/markets that stem from 
legal framework and/or cultural/social practices.    

• Recommendation: 
• Immediate start of assessment of the material/job loses of women and men,  
• Immediate development of a resettlement and compensation schemes that prioritize the most 

vulnerable groups such as women- headed households, the poorest, children etc.   
• Identification of immediate/ bridging support till the time more sustainable solutions are 

developed. The potential for such immediate measure can be identified with the support of the 
Early Recovery Cluster, and coordination of the lead for this cluster.  

 
Partners and coordination mechanisms 
The government through the office of the district commissioners and the Kenya Red Cross and the main 
churches in the Gusii land are providing humanitarian relief at the transit centres for IDPs. Other 
organizations assisting in the process are: ADRA, World Vision, Merlin, Catholic Justice and Peace 
Commission, St. John’s Ambulance, Kisii Network for Agricultural Development, Lutheran Church, 
SDA Church, Catholic Church, Anglican Church, Spirit of Faith, Y.W.C.A. The assistance given at the 
transit points is mainly food and temporally accommodation. 
 
International agencies and donors that have made visit to parts of Gusii since the violence begun are : 
ECHO/EU, DFID, USAID, UNICEF, UN-OCHA, UNHCR, UNIFEM 
 

• Challenges and gaps: 
o Newly created border line districts, faced with frequent skirmishes, do not have 

established coordination structures for development activities, let alone disaster and 
conflict situations. Support from the original districts from which they were created is 
limited. 

• Recommendation: 
o OCHA to provide support to improve coordination and information management 

mechanisms. 

Issues arising from the mission to Kisii 
Arising issues Recommendations 

 Rapid assessments format targeting IDP 
camps is leaving out host community needs. 
It may not be appropriate for the situation in 
the 8 districts since the needs are more 
critical at the host community level. 

 Design and implement an urgent and 
standard assessment of host communities. 

 Not all the 8 districts are uniformly 
coordinated in their response to the IDP 
emergency. Central Kisii was cited as the 
best coordinated and running weekly disaster 
management committee meetings. 

 Advocate for improved functioning of 
district based disaster management 
committee 

 Different registration systems in place 
 Not all returnees are registered 

 Formalize/ harmonize the registration 
systems 

 Food rations/ distribution may not be the 
most appropriate support mechanism for the 
IDPs already taken up by host communities. 

 Consider piloting Cash Transfer in 
emergencies as a support modality to address 
the basic needs comprehensively rather than 
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food aid and other specific support that only 
address specific needs. 

 Psychological trauma to both IDPs and host 
community identified as a major need. 

 Provide support/ fund psychosocial support 
targeting communities and schools. 

 There were many reported cases of separated 
families from tribal intermarriages. Due to 
the ethnic nature of the post election 
violence couples were forced to separate a 
long ethnic line. 

 Identify and register families affected in this 
manner, provide relevant support to avoid 
further marginalization. 

 Health system noted to be copying well with 
the IDP situation. Supplies from KEMSA 
getting to the facilities. IDPs were receiving 
free care from designated clinics such as is 
the case at Ekerenyo. 

 Strengthen routine health care services in the 
districts, apply the weavers to the IDPs, 
integrate SGBV response to health care 
services  

 The districts need structured peace building 
initiatives. Efforts by politicians are on 
going. 

 Provide support/ funding to the districts 
peace building initiatives 

 IDP situation in the 8 districts is not well 
articulated at the national level 

 Include situation reports from the districts 
and NGO forum in the national humanitarian 
committee briefs 

 Ongoing peace initiatives by government 
and locals leaders 

 Follow-up and support where necessary 

 
Real Voices of Ekerenyo IDPs in Kisii 
 
A womans voice: Kisii 
We came from Kipkelyon.  I had 4 children the older one, a boy was murdered. 
One of my children 14 years old is in std 7.  The other two are, a Form four leaver who is doing nothing, 
and a girl who already has a child is also doing nothing. I had bought a farm in Kipkelyon from which I 
sold maize and beans.  Here I only stay inside since I have no place to go. During the day we do 
cleanliness fetch water and just stay. 
 
A man from Coast province - The only Giriama at the camp 
I come from Kilifi District in Coast Province.  I came to Bureti to work at the tea plantation since 1999. 
My home is in Mitangoni.  My parents, brothers and sisters are all in coast province and I have not been 
able to communicate with them.  When fighting broke out I ran and left everything.  I was brought here 
and I really want to go home in Kilifi but now I have no money for fare.  
 
My name is Joyce Mutua.  We were living at the tea plantation.  My husband was working there while 
I did tailoring. We are here with our three children and they are attending school.  Two are in std six and 
one in std Eight.  They have books but no school uniform.  We have a home in Ukambani and would 
like to go home because I have a home but have no fare.  It was on Sunday and the Kalenjins came to 
chase away the Kisiis, Kambas and Kikuyu every tribe. 
 
My name is Ken Makori.  When we were attacked we were with our families.  The situation was so 
bad that our women had to run to their homes. They are Kalenjins  Nandis. I have five children and they 
are with my wife.  I am in communication with her through phones.  She say the situation is not so bad 
but the house was torched.   
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Are the wives talking about peace building??  We cannot lie we are not wanted and there is no peace 
building?  She says we are not wanted there.  I was working with Steeper as a PEER educator.  I am also 
a PRA technician.  We have been here at the camp for four weeks.  Our fathers left Kisii long ago and 
bought land in Nandi and that is where I was born.  My wife would like to come but I have no land here 
in Kisii to stay with my family. My plans are if the government brings peace  we would like to go back.   
 
My name is John Imanyara.  I had a permanent home at a place known as Kipkaren.  I had ten acres 
land and I grew Maize.  One evening on 28 December I saw a grop at yonder with bws and arrows.  My 
neighbour told me these pple are after Kisiis and Kikuyus so run for youir life.  My family had come to 
spend Christmas at Kisii with relatives.  It was only me at home.  I am here today to look for help 
because now I have become a begger when I had a nice home. 
 
My humble prayer to the government is that we have peace in the country so that I can go back to my 
home even though I have no home.  The government should help us rebuild our homes because I have a 
title deed.  I am a Kenyan not a Tanzanian or a Ugandan.  As a Kenyan I should live anywhere.  To my 
enemies I say to those of us who are Christians let us forgive them because God did not create them to 
kill others .  They do not know what they are doing? 
 
Red Cross Kenya Staff 
 
My names are Nicodemus Okango.  I am a relief coordinator in charge of Nyamira, Sotik, Borabu, 
Keroka and the larger Kisii District.  Basically Red Cross is one of the leading humanitarian 
organisation that provides relief support services, to people who are displaced. And currently, since we 
had post election violence, we have  been able to re-unite families, that is, linking people who are 
displaced and also at the same time we have been able to provide medical assistance to people who are 
sick in the camps. At the same time we also do relief distribution, we give both food and non food items 
to people who have been displaced.  Currently we have approximately three camps in this part and 
currently most people who are displaced are accommodated by their relatives and friends.  
 
What we are doing is that we have people who are hosted by families, we visit them, we give them both 
food and non food items and these items are contributed by various partners.  We have partners like the 
UN agencies, MSF Spain, World Vision, ADRA organisations linking with us not forgetting the 
government which is a major partner with Kenya Red Cross.  The ones hosted by families are 5000 
IDPs, while at the camp we have 200 families. 
 
Currently what we are doing we are also assisting with transport for those who would like to go back to 
their homes. The main challenge at the moment is that we have IDPs staying with their families and it is 
not easy for us to know if they were totally displaced.  Another challenge is that the number is 
overwhelming and we are appealing to other organizations to come and support us. We are hoping that 
the negotiations will be good and that is what is giving people hope to leave the town areas and go to 
rural areas and hoping things will change. 
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Appendix 2.  
 

UNITED NATIONS COUNTRY TEAM (UNCT),  KENYA 
 

Rapid assessment mission to Kisumu and Kakamega 
18 February 2008 

 

A. Introduction: 
Three UNCT missions were dispatched to Nyanza and Western Provinces to gain an understanding of the impact 
of the post election violence on the wider population of the two provinces, and learn from the local authorities and 
humanitarian partners on the ground any response gaps, and how best the UN could position itself to support on-
going efforts, especially in the areas of early recovery, peace building and reconciliation, and coordination 
arrangements on the ground. 
 
The objectives of the three missions were: 

2. Assessments: 
o Impact of the crisis on the wider population 
o Categories of different types of IDPs including those outside of camps 
o Needs of the affected population 
o Protection issues 
o Opportunities for early recovery 
o Opportunities for reconciliation and peace building 

2. Coordination: 
• Identify players on the ground 
• Review coordination mechanisms, linking authorities, KRCS, CSOs, UN gencies and others 

3. Reporting: 
• Real life stories of affected populations 
• Proper reports of findings of the missions 

4. Further Action: 
• Recommend required action for follow up to the missions. 

 
B. Participants in the Kisum and Kakamega Mission: 
Ms. Elizabeth Lwanga, UN Resident/Humanitarian Coordinator and team leader; Erasmus Morah, UNAIDS 
Coordinator; Annet Mpabulungi-Wakabi, UNV Programme; James Teprey, WHO; George Onyiro, UN-Habitat; 
Emannuel Naah, UNCESCO; Elly Oduol, UNDP; Jens Laerke (Communications Officer), OCHA Regional; 
Bernard Kiura, ILO; and Stephen Lukudu, OCHA Kenya. 
 
C. Kisumu: 
The team was met on arrival at Kisumu Airport by the Kenya Red Cross Society (KRCS) Regional Manager, Ms. 
Pamela Indiag, and colleagues from UN and other humanitarian agencies. The team was taken on tour of the Moi 
Stadium and St. Stephen’s Bible Study Centre transit camps where some of the returnees/IDPs displaced from the 
Rift Valley and Central Province are temporarily accommodated prior to their transportation to their villages of 
origin. This was followed by attendance of the ‘Stakeholders Weekly Meeting’ at the KRCS where the team was 
briefed on the impact of the post election violence on the population, the response and the gaps.  The 
organizations present during the briefing included: ICRC, Merlin, Action Aid, Ebenezer, ADRA, WVI, CARE, 
Safe Water and AIDS, CONCERN Worldwide, GIDEONS International, MSF, GDAL, OGRA Foundation, CDC, 
Kenya Red Cross Society and Government. 
 
The mission wound up the Kisumu visit with a courtesy call on the Nyanza Provincial Commissioner (PC), Mr. 
Paul Olando, who gave an overview of the situation in the province, including the humanitarian response 
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coordinated by the KRCS. According to the PC, the post election violence in the country started in Kisumu, and 
the province had lost many lives, businesses, government facilities and infrastructure. He said the province was 
conducting a census/assessment of the damage done and losses incurred. Over and above the destruction, the PC 
said there were people who had been forced to leave the province due to the violence, and many others who were 
displaced from other parts of the country have returned to the province. Government, KRCS, NGOs, UN, Civil 
Society Organizations and community members have responded well to the immediate emergency needs of the 
affected people. 
 
Challenges: the humanitarian agencies and the PC gave the following as some of the challenges they were facing: 

• Outflow of capital, entrepreneurship and skilled labour out of Nyanza province; 
• Thousands of people have returned to the region, most of whom are poor labour cadres. Many among 

them had lost contact with their ancestral villages/relations after decades of living elsewhere in the Rift 
Valley or Central Province. Many of these people are expected to return to Kisumu town in search of 
livelihood opportunities. 

• Many of the returnees were traumatized by the experience they went through, and therefore require 
trauma/psychosocial counseling. It was reported that generally male returnees were less forgiving than 
their women counterparts. One trauma case was asked if he needed some help with counseling; and he 
replied, “We do not need counseling. Rather the people who caused the trauma need counseling.” The 
team talked to one young man at St. Stephen’s Bible Study Centre who had lost his wife and two children 
aged 4 ½ and 1 ½ years old in the Rift Valley. He had been actively involved in the election campaigns on 
the side of the opposition and despite the efforts of friends to hide away his family, the perpetrators of 
violence managed to find and kill them. 

• Need for reconciliation and peace building with full participation of politicians on both sides of the 
political divide. 

• The education of returnee children, many of whom were in candidate classes. The PC gave an example of 
a school that used to house 504 children before the crisis, but has now been forced to accommodate 911 
pupils. Furthermore, many teachers (and indeed other professional) have been displaced. 

• Separation of mixed marriages: the population of Nyanza province consists of Luo, Kisii, Kuria and 
Suba. The crisis has caused suspicions and mistrust among these communities. As a result couples from 
mixed marriages have been forced to separate. 

• A wide range of issues need to be dealt with, including: resettlement of returnees, education of displaced 
children, reconstruction of the town and infrastructure in addition to dealing with issues of insecurity. 

 
Gaps in response include: 

• Inadequate provision of toilets in transit centers; 
• Follow-up on the needs of IDPs/returnees outside the transit centres (in villages/areas of origin). The 

Kenya Red Cross Society suggested that the situation of the returnees could be monitored through the 
local administration structures; 

• Protection issues, including GBV, are not being adequately addressed 
• Psychosocial therapy/trauma counseling. 

 
D. Kakamega: 
 
The team made a brief visit to Kakamega, the headquarters of Western Province, where it was briefed by the 
Western Provincial Commissioner, Mr. Abdul Mwasserah. The PC informed the mission that the post election 
violence in his province started in Mumias due to suspicions over ballot boxes which later turned out to be 
baseless. Following the announcement of the Presidential election results, there was anxiety in 11 (out of 17) 
districts in the province. The ensuing violence led to displacement of 55,862 people into 20 IDP camps. There 
were also 1598 people from the province who had taken refuge in Tororo, Uganda, many of whom were reluctant 
to return unless Government agreed to compensate their lost properties. 
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Humanitarian response: Government through KRCS, WV, WFP, civil society organizations and other 
humanitarian actors responded well with immediate emergency assistance. Food and non-food items were 
provided in addition to basic services (water and sanitation, health, especially immunization of children, etc). 
Furthermore, the provincial administration ensured security to protect lives and properties. 
 
Conflict resolution and peace building: Western Province embarked on local conflict resolution/peace building 
initiative in all its 17 districts as a way of preventing the outflow of IDPs from the province. In line with this 
approach, the PC reported that they did not encourage transportation of IDPs out of the province. Thanks to the 
initiative, the number of IDP camps reduced from 20 to 14, with the total population dropping from 55,862 to 
5,129 (as of 18 February 2008) - the largest housing 3,832 IDPs. Of the IDPs remaining in the Kenya Police 
Station IDP camp, the PC reported that many do go out to work during the day, returning to the camps in the 
evening to stay with their families. With continuous confidence building, many are expected to return to their 
homes. 
The peace and conflict resolution initiative involved holding peace dialogue/reconciliation meetings in all the 17 
districts of the province with the active participation of Government officials, youth, religious and women 
organizations, the affected population as well as political leaders. Besides the return of about 50,000 IDPs to their 
homes, an interesting spin off was the voluntary return, in Teso, of goods looted from one Supermarket. The PC 
said that they had not administered any witchcraft. 
 
The PC concluded his remarks with a request to the UN to support a peace building/conflict resolution workshop 
involving neighbouring districts to ‘share problems and experiences on how to handle the post election violence’. 
 
The team wound up the visit to Kakamega with a brief visit to a transitory camp for returnees from Central and 
Rift Valley Provinces. 
 
Challenges facing the province included: 

• Building trust between the IDPs and hosting communities; 
• Arrival of IDPs/returnees from other areas. 
• Shortage of skilled labour, especially teachers and health personnel 
• Provision of adequate services (including bathrooms and toilets, sanitary towels for ladies, water, etc) 
• Psychosocial/trauma counseling services 

 
E. General Observations: 
 
Security: the security situation in Kisumu and Kakamega was stable and people seemed to be getting on with 
their lives normally, although a lot will depend on the progress and outcome of the on-going negotiations being 
mediated by former Secretary-General Kofi Annan. 
 
Humanitarian situation: 
In the transit camps visited in Kisumu (Moi Stadium and St. Stephen’s Bible Centre), the most immediate needs 
(shelter, food, non-food items, health, water and sanitation, etc) were being responded to by Kenya Red Cross 
Society; UN agencies, NGOs, Civil Society Organizations, individual Kenyans and Government Departments. It 
was evident that whereas thousands of returnees were received in the transit centers, they do not stay more than 
one or two days, as they are immediately transported by the Kenya Red Cross Society to their areas of origin. 
Exceptions are individuals who have nowhere to go due to lost links with their ancestral villages. There were also 
cases of unaccompanied minors whom the KRCS and ICRC are helping to re-unite with their families or close 
relatives. Due to time limitations, it was not possible to get supporting statistics. 
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In kakamega, due to time constraints, the team was only able to pay a brief visit to a transit centre for people 
displaced from the Rift Valley and Central Province. On the way to the centre, the team witnessed a procession of 
community members delivering some humanitarian assistance to the returnees in the transit centre. As was the 
case in Kisumu, the majority of the returnees do not stay in the transit centre for more than one to two days before 
being transported to their villages of origin. Those who have difficulties in tracing their families/villages of origin 
remained a little longer. However, KRCS is helping to trace their next of kin. 
 
Response and coordination: the Government, Kenya Red Cross Society, NGOs, Civil Society Organizations, 
UN agencies and individual Kenyans have responded very well to the most urgent humanitarian needs (food aid, 
shelter, non-food items, health services, water and sanitation, clothing, etc) of the returnees/IDPs in the transit 
centres. In the health sector, meticulous records of attendance were maintained and passed on to health unit in 
areas of return for follow-up purposes. As the situation stabilizes, it is important to pay attention to the return 
areas (whether former homes or villages of origin) to monitor the situation and assess the urgent needs of the 
returnees as they settle down. 
Regarding coordination, KRCS has done a commendable job in coordinating the emergency response under fluid 
conditions, a heavy responsibility entrusted to them by the Government. One way of reducing the burden on 
KRCS would be to strengthen sector/cluster coordination mechanisms under the leadership government of 
relevant government departments with the support of co-lead humanitarian agencies. This is an area that OCHA 
could help to support. 
 
F. Recommendations:  

• Beef up security, law and order in areas that are prone to violence, to give the affected population a fair 
choice of either returning to their places of habitual residence or villages of origin; 

• There is need to field an inter-agency team to the areas of return to conduct an in-depth assessment of the 
most pressing needs of IDPs outside the camps/transit centres.  

• Monitoring of the protection needs of the returnee population, especially with regards to land tenure 
issues and property ownership, with a particular attention paid to the needs of orphaned children and 
women-headed households. 

• Opportunities for Early Recovery/livelihood opportunities should be explored to avoid too much 
dependence on relief assistance. 

• Formation of all-inclusive conflict resolution/peace building committees in areas affected by violence to 
promote dialogue and peaceful co-existence among communities. The initiative undertaken by the 
Western provincial administration is worth emulating elsewhere. Re-unification of couples from mixed 
marriages should be tackled as one of the issues. 

• The education needs of the children, especially those in candidate classes need to be attended to as a 
matter of urgency. 

• Training of the Police and other security forces in humanitarian principles/protection/human rights 
because there were allegations that the security forces were not even-handed in handling the post election 
violence. 

• Coordination. OCHA Kenya and KRCS to assess how best cluster/sector coordination at the field level 
could be supported, including linkages with national-level cluster/sector working groups. 
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Appendix 3 
 

UNITED NATIONS Inter-Agency Assessment Mission 
Trans Nzoia and Eldoret 

18-19 February 2008 
 
1. Team Members 
 

Nairobi 
Dr. Olivia Yambi, UNICEF Representative 
Dr. Castro Camarada, FAO Representative 
Jennifer Miquel, UNFPA  
Sara Cameron, UNICEF 
 
Eldoret/Trans Nzoia 
Wael Ibrahim, OCHA Focal Point 
Charles Strickland, UNICEF Field Office Coordinator, Eldoret 
Philip Onditi, UNICEF WES Officer, Eldoret 
Khalif Mohammed, Kenya Red Cross, Eldoret 
Dr. Abdi ,WHO 

 
2. Agenda 
 
Monday 18 February 

Courtesy Call DC Eldoret Mr. B.N. Kinyua 
Briefing Meeting in Kitale with DCs for Trans Nzoia West  and Trans Nzoia East Mr. F.M. Mutie 
and Mr. Mattata and members of the district teams 
Visit to Kitale Showground Camp and meeting with IDP Community 
Visit to Endebess Camp, Endebess Primary School and meeting with IDP Community 
Visit to Noigam Camp, Noigam Primary School and meeting with IDP Community 

 
Tuesday 19 February 
Visit to Timbaroa IDP Camp 
Visit to Burnt Forest IDP Camp 
Visit to Eldoret Showground IDP Camp 
 
CAMPS VISITED 
 

• Kitale Showground:  1,900 IDPs (increase expected as more IDPs move from smaller camps) 
• Endebess Camp: about 6,000 IDPs 
• Noigam Camp: about 8,500 IDPs 
• Timboroa: Over 6,000 IDPs 
• Burnt Forest: Over 4,000 IDPs 
• Eldoret Showground: Over 20,000 IDPs 
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TRANS NZOIA 
District recently divided into Trans Nzoia West and Trans Nzoia East, each district with about 400,000 
people.  
 
Main ethnic conflicts are between Saboat (Kalenjiin sub-group) and Luhya and Kisii as well as between 
Kalenjiin clans – Soi and Ndorobo. Many IDPs from Marakwet are also seeking sanctuary in Trans 
Nzoia.  
 
Many IDPs complain they have been displaced many times over the last 20 years. The Saboat claim 
Trans Nzoia as “their land” though many Luhya have also been in TN for several generations – many 
moved there to work on the British farms in colonial times. When the British sold their farms, groups 
got together to purchase these as cooperatives.  The farms were sub-divided into 5 and 10 acre lots for 
cooperative members. Some farmers suggest that they have never received title deeds and wonder if this 
is the reason why they suffer such frequent displacement.  
 
Current IDP estimates about 30,000 in about 14 camps in Trans Nzoia East and West districts.  The 
main affected areas for displacement are Endebes Division and Cherangani Division. Most of the 
displaced in Endebes come from the farm settlements at the foot of Mount Elgon (eg Kahaha, Salama 
Coop. Society etc.). Some of the displaced were also farm workers in large commercial farms (e.g. 
Catata Farm in Mount Elgon) Displacement due to usual land clashes but much more serious this time. 
No exact data on population profile but mostly farm families. Most of the displaced in Cherangani are 
also farmers coming from Getha Farm. This is a large farm settlement with a status of a sub-location. 
 
The camps in Trans Nzoia West tend to be more numerous, smaller and more widely scattered while 
those in Trans Nzoia East are larger and fewer (including the large camps at Noigam and Endebes.  In 
both cases the farms are within 10-15Kms from the camps; some can even be seen in the distance from 
the camp.  
 
Eight primary schools and 2 secondary schools in TN West are not operating – due to displacement of 
pupils and teachers and insecurity. One school in TN East was burned.  In TN West displacement is 
more widespread so displaced pupils can be fairly easily absorbed into local schools. In TN East 
situation is more difficult with massive camps attached to Noigam and Endebes Primary schools, where 
the number of displaced students doubles the number of students eg Noigam Primary has 828 regular 
students and 936 displaced students.  Classrooms with over 150 pupils were observed. 
 
The violence was blamed on some leaders fuelling animosity among youth “promising them heaven on 
earth.” 
 
TIMBOROA AND BURNT FOREST:  
These two locations, along the Nakuru - Eldoret Highway – have been very strongly affected.  The team 
was informed that around last week of January, a truck loaded with young men drove into Timboroa and 
put the settlement on fire, driving thousands from their homes and destroying shops, homes and 
livelihoods. The attack seems to have been clearly organized. Many small businesses were affected, 
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including traders, transporters, agricultural equipment suppliers, and some professionals (mainly 
teachers.) 
 
Thousands of farmers from the area were forced to sell their cattle at low prices, some to raise money to 
get their families to a place of safety.  The majority were evicted from the surrounding farm settlements 
(at least from some 7 large farms i.e. Kagema, Gilgil, Nyati, Bindura etc.). Some still have produce in 
the farms and with escorts have been going to collect it but the situation is still tense.  On a daily basis 
people are packing up and leaving for Nakuru, Nairobi or Central Province – some returning when they 
can find nowhere else to go. 
 
WHAT DO PEOPLE WANT? 
 
1. SECURITY Most want to return home but only if security can be guaranteed. Some called for a 

GSU operation to “clean out” the area of aggressors.  Many felt let down by the government. “If a 
man steals a cow and carries it to West Pokot the government will chase him but if a man attacks his 
neighbour they do nothing.”  
“All weapons should be confiscated. Where do these weapons come from? We want to government 
to explain and get rid of them so that we can return to our homes without fear.” 
 
Many do not want to return because they have been displaced too many times. They ask the 
government to take their land and re-settle them somewhere else where they will have peace and 
security. 
 

2. PEACE BUILDING AND FORGIVENESS Efforts have been made to establish peace committees 
which have varying success. Some progress in peace building in Endebes is noted. The two sides 
have been brought together to discuss their problems. They talk of forgiveness and took their 
children to school together. A woman leader, Joyce Shamu, in Noigam was strongly applauded by 
the crowd when she said they must have forgiveness. 
 

3. EDUCATION Parents and young people are very concerned about missing out on education. Many 
cannot afford the costs of sending their children to secondary school. They called for CDF funds to 
be used to provide bursaries for children in secondary school.  Parents asked for more primary 
classrooms or for a school to be constructed inside the camp. 
 

4. TRAINING AND EMPLOYMENT They are worried also about the idleness of youth in the 
camps. “The young men and boys are sitting here idle. This is the root cause of the problem and we 
need to deal with it. They need to be employed. They need training in carpentry and building and 
other skills.” and training/employment programmes for young people to keep them occupied. Also 
calling for young people who have graduated from college to be employed to help in the over-
crowded classrooms. 
 

5. CHILDREN in the overcrowded schools asked for: 
• Security 
• Desks 
• More classrooms 
• More toilets and doors to be put on the toilets 
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• Text Books 
• Exercise books 
• Extension of the playground 
• Balls to play with 

 
PROTECTION ISSUES IN THE CAMPS 
 
During displacement and within camps settings protection of population and especially of women and 
girls is paramount.  Inter Agency Standing Committee guidelines have been developed to ensure that 
gender integrations are considered in emergencies as well as the prevention of gender based violence.   
 
From the six displacement sites visited, protection concerns arose particularly with regards to site 
planning, camp management, water and sanitation and lighting.  Due to the length of the visit it was not 
possible to assess the situation in depth. However, general observations where made. 
 
According to the IASC GBV guidelines - communal bathing and washing facilities as well as latrines 
should be central, accessible and well lit in order to contribute to the safety of users.  Bathing facilities 
and latrines should have doors with locks on the inside.  None of the camps visited, nor the one being 
constructed (in Burnt Forest) considered the above guidelines.  All camps had latrines and bathing 
facilities that were without doors with the exception of one camp and none had locks on them.  None 
were in well lit areas and the location of some of the latrines were on the outskirts of the camp where no 
fencing was provided. 
 
One camp (Endebes) the community set up security/watch groups at night within those areas. However, 
this is not sustainable and it should not replace that is recommended by the IASC.  Police has been 
stationed at every camp however there is not enough police to be able to carry out the normal duties as 
well as provide security in the camps.  
 
In one location, (Timboroa), there was no fencing around the camp which was located on a main 
highway from Eldoret to Nairobi where trucks stop over night.  Shops and little hotels are being set up to 
cater for this but with vulnerabilities having increased, loss of livelihoods and lack of protection within 
the camps – the risk of sexual exploitation and abuse increases dramatically.   
 
With regards to the IASC Gender Handbook – one of the main recommendations for site planning, camp 
management and WASH (water sanitation and hygiene) in consultations with the community on the 
construction of the camp and location of facilities.  Due to space and time constraints it is uncertain if 
whether this was done with both men and women. 
The team recognizes that much work has been done to accommodate people who have been displaced 
but incremental improvements have to be done immediately. 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS:  
 
1. WINTERIZATION Urgent attention needs to be given to winterization – preparation for the rains 
and ensuring there is sufficient shelter, protection and lighting in the camps.  For example, the Kenya 
Red Cross in Burnt Forest reported they did not have sufficient tarpaulins for ground cover and side-
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cover of the tents in the new camp. The area is already very windy and will become cold during the 
rains. The camp is on a slope at risk of flooding.  
 
2. PROTECTION 
• Ensure that adequate land is provided to ensure proper site planning and camp management 
• Ensure that the community is consulted (men and women) during the site planning and camp 

management 
• Ensure that proper lighting is provided at the camp sites, in particular where latrines and bathing 

facilities are located 
• Provide doors and locks on latrines and bathing facilities 
• With regards to coordination and monitoring, one agency per camp (or location) should be assigned 

the responsibility to oversee protection concerns including gender based violence. This would help 
with the monitoring of the situation.  

 
3. IMPROVED COORDINATION: 
• Activate Local Government Disaster Management Teams The cluster approach viewed with 

suspicion as UN imposing itself on system and undermining the Kenya Red Cross and local district 
response. Government aspires to replicate the Disaster Management approach used in northern 
Kenya and we should support this through support for government led Disaster Management 
Committees with sub-committees dealing with specific areas – equivalent to the clusters.  

• Improved Local Reporting At the local level needs to be supported and improved with 
commitment of partners to contribute regular reporting of activities on spreadsheets.  UN Agencies 
to consider providing support to this function in determining staffing structures in selected hubs. 

• Improved consultation Nairobi-Field Field offices are not kept sufficiently informed about 
decisions made at central level..  They are therefore unable to advocate for actions already agreed to 
at the Nairobi level.  The organization of missions/ field visits also has to take into account the work 
pressure of field based staff.  

• Address Kenya Red Cross Capacity Discussion needed with KRCS at senior level to discuss how 
UN can provide support to ensure improved camp management. At present “camp management” 
seems to be understood as appointing a camp manager. We need to persuade the KRCS to let 
agencies take responsibility for specific areas as part of camp management teams. 

• Local Partners Analysis Many of the NGOs do not have sufficient funding to play a core role. 
Need to analyse how we can extend more strategic support to some of these agencies  

 
4.  SECURITY ASSESSMENT Need in depth security risk assessment in North Rift to determine if 

security escorts are still needed. Most agencies feel these are not needed any longer and the security 
escorts are hampering their ability to respond. Agencies would like more pro-active Security 
response and more detailed well-informed security reports. 

 
5.    EARLY RECOVERY ISSUES: Early Recovery needs to take into account the profile of the IDPs, 

and unfortunately this information is not yet available. Consideration in this brief are therefore 
merely deducted from observations, official plans and interviews with some IDPs. 

 
Peace and reconciliation are important across the board.  We were informed of some initial efforts at 
promoting peace and reconciliation at the grass roots levels by key community leaders in Cherangani 
(a cosmopolitan location). The UN (BCPR and others perhaps??) should certainly provide support to 
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such kind of initiatives. Peace and reconciliation are basic to the implementation of other livelihood 
recovery activities. There should be emphasis on community work addressed at the local 
communities, towns etc in order to get a better understanding of the determinants of a peaceful co-
existence. 
 
If the three groups of sites described above (e.g. Endebes and Cherangani, Timboroa and Burnt 
Forest, and Eldoret showground) are to be considered clusters, they would require slightly different 
types of intervention arising from the story of the displacement scenario affecting different 
communities. However there are striking similarities as well, especially in what refers to the 
displaced farmers in that they all come from settlement schemes of the 60’s and 70’s. This is 
something that will need to be looked at in the medium to long-term especially due to the fact that it 
is not the first time it has happened. For this group of IDPs farming has been the main source of 
income and thus livelihood.  
 
The farmers: There are 4 imaginable scenarios that will determine the kind of support required for 
the restoration of their livelihoods:  
 
• Scenario 1- The security situation improves (GOK is deploying police and building new 

stations in the areas) farmers can go back and plant maize and beans. They have until March 
to plant (3-4 weeks).     There is a dynamic input supply industry in the region, Seed growers, 
input distributors etc:  

 
• Scenario 2- The security situation does not improve in time for the March plantings, there is 

still expectation that it will improve later and farmers will then aim at catching the June/July 
planting season for beans, sorghum, potatoes etc. 

 
• Scenario 3 - Farmers are not at all able to go back and are resettled to other areas by GOK. 

Farmers are not to grow crops around the camps at least that is not the position for now. The 
GOK line has been that they will go back and a recovery programme is being put in place. 

 
• Scenario 4- Some vulnerable farmers (need verification) are returning to other areas (they 

came from in the 70's or so) and will need support to restart activities elsewhere 
 
Irrespective of the scenario farm families will need support in terms of seeds, fertilizers, support to 
land preparation and to their remaining livestock etc. in the next 6 months in order to recover their 
livelihoods. 
 
In the event that they remain in the camps for a long duration they would have to look for work 
opportunities in the surrounding farms; this need to be explored due to the climate of hostility by the 
“host communities”. This requires more research and contact with the communities in the areas 
where camps are located. 
 
The Youth: There are considerable numbers of young people in the camps that need to be organised 
into some productive or healing type of activities. Some have professional skills others are educated 
and willing to engage in activities in the camps. There is a need to explore opportunities in the 
camps and nearby towns to engage the youth positively. This is a critical segment of the IDPs and 
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needs special attention and “positive” mobilisation. Expertise and skills in mobilising young people 
into useful activities is required in the camps. 
 
Businessmen: The small businessmen are usually resilient and quick at finding opportunities, so 
some are already engaging in petty trade, in the camps proper and adjacent areas. There is a need to 
consult with them and assess their needs. Some have fled the areas, sent families elsewhere and 
waiting to see how the situation evolve in order to restore their businesses. Most likely they will be 
looking for coping strategies on the meantime. Some identified businessman could perhaps be 
mobilised for certain service provision activities within the camps or environs!! 
 
Professionals: The teachers are the most visible as they have reported and many have been engaged 
in emergency education activities in the camps. Hopefully these will contribute for their livelihoods. 
Again once the profiling of the IDPs has been done, consultations with the professional should be 
carried out to assert their status, expectations, possible opportunities etc.  There is need to explore 
how Govt. ministries especially education  plan to compensate teachers who are not on the payroll. 
 
Overall, the situation in the Rift Valley area remains that of constant movements with arrivals and 
departures on a daily basis.  Some of the camps are overcrowded.  We were not able to get into any 
communities to obtain views of “host communities” or those who are being “temporaraily” hosted. 
 
The team wishes to acknowledge the support from the Eldoret based UN staff for facilitating the 
visit. 
 
 

 
 
 


